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From the author of 6 Sick Hipsters comes a razor-sharp, darkly satirical, brilliantly warped new novel about
murder, love, torture, art, ninjas, ambition, drugs. . .and everything in between.

Leigh Tiller has just been kidnapped. The beautiful, ineffably cool New York socialite is being held by a
group of mentally ill terrorists who've demanded millions in ransom from Leigh's wealthy father.

There's just one problem: Kip Tiller doesn't want Leigh back. He wants her dead. And he's hired The
Serologist--a psychotic, patchwork-scarred hit man--to make sure it happens.

Leigh's unlikely savior is Laser Mechanic, the coolly brilliant leader of the guerrilla art collective, Strategic
Art Defense. Now, Laser, his team of highly trained artists, and Leigh are on their way to Las Vegas, running
from The Serologist and the cops. . .and into a head-on collision with several contract killers--the Gashes,
vicious girl bikers, the Black Sultans, adolescent gang-bangers, and the Bisons, a pair of sadistic, meth-
addled brothers--looking to make a fast fortune. The outcome will be bloody, brutal, bizarre--and utterly
unexpected. . .

 Praise for Rayo Casablanca and Six Sick Hipsters

"Thoroughly amusing and utterly demented." --Owen King, author of We're All In This Together

"A wild, poignant, twisted, bitterly funny page turner." --Jason Starr, author of The Follower

"A wild ride of a novel." --Jeff Parker, author of Ovenman and The Back of the Line

"Mad as a bag of artistic squirrels. With guns. Very brilliant and very original." --Allan Guthrie, author of
Savage Night

"Anarchy as art, rampaging hitmen, and some serious Daddy Issues fuel Rayo Casablanca's violent, savvy,
and propulsive Very Mercenary. Think Andy Warhol meets The Monkey Wrench Gang and you're getting
the picture. Casablanca's writing cuts hard, fast, and deep as a buzzsaw. Reader beware: you're going to
bleed." --Craig Davidson, author of The Fighter
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From reader reviews:

Christi Ross:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what your own problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And
you have spare time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They have to answer that
question since just their can do which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
appropriate. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this specific Very Mercenary to
read.

Michael Garcia:

This Very Mercenary are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The main
reason of this Very Mercenary can be one of several great books you must have will be giving you more than
just simple looking at food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your earlier knowledge.
This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions throughout the
e-book and printed versions. Beside that this Very Mercenary forcing you to have an enormous of experience
like rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that could it useful in your day activity. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Carey Gilliam:

Is it a person who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by simply watching television programs
or just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Very Mercenary can be the answer, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this brand
new era is common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?

Miranda Durkee:

That book can make you to feel relax. That book Very Mercenary was vibrant and of course has pictures on
the website. As we know that book Very Mercenary has many kinds or type. Start from kids until young
adults. For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and believe that you are the character
on there. Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and rest.
Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading which.
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